For a simple path P r on r vertices, the square of P r is the graph P 2 r on the same set of vertices of P r , and where every pair of vertices of distance two or less in P r is connected by an edge. Given a ( p, q)-graph G with p vertices and q edges, and a nonnegative integer k, G is said to be k-edge-graceful if the edges can be labeled bijectively by k, k + 1, . . . , k + q − 1, so that the induced vertex sums (mod p) are pairwise distinct, where the vertex sum (mod p) at a vertex is the sum of the labels of all edges incident to such a vertex, modulo the number of vertices p. We call the set of all such k the edge-graceful spectrum of G, and denote it by eg I (G). In this article, the edge-graceful spectrum eg I (P 2 r ) for the square of paths P 2 r is completely determined for odd r .
Introduction and preliminaries
Given an integer k ≥ 0, a graph G = (V, E) with p vertices and q edges is called k-edge-graceful, if there exists a bijection f : E → {k, k + 1, k + 2, . . . , k + q − 1} such that the induced vertex sum f + : V → Z p , where f + (u) = { f (uv) : uv ∈ E} (mod p), is also a bijection. Such a labeling is called a k-edge-graceful labeling. The study of the class of 1-edge-graceful graphs was initiated by Lo [17] , and such a class of graphs are also known as edge-graceful graphs. Edge-graceful labeling can be viewed as a dual concept of the well-known graceful labeling. A good account on graceful labeling problems and other types of graph labeling problems can be found in the dynamic survey of Gallian [2] . Fig. 1 shows that K 4 is k-edge-graceful for k = 1, 2, 3, 4. We have the following necessary condition for a graph to be a k-edge-graceful graph, which is a generalization of Lo's condition in [17] : if a ( p, q)-graph G is k-edge-graceful, then it satisfies the condition that q(q + 2k − 1) ≡ p( p−1) 2 (mod p). A conjecture similar to the well-known graceful tree conjecture is that the above mentioned necessary condition is also sufficient for 1-edge-graceful graphs, particularly restricted to the class of trees [7] . However, the theory of 1-edge-graceful graphs is completely different from that of other k-edge-graceful graphs. For example, trees of order 4 are 2-edge-graceful but not 1-edge-graceful (please see Fig. 2 ). Some classes of 1-edge-graceful graphs are investigated in [1, . Certain properties of k-edge-graceful graphs are considered in [4, 9, 16] . We denote the set of all integers k ≥ 0 such that G is k-edge-graceful by eg I (G). This set is called the edge-graceful spectrum of G. In [4, 9] , the edge-graceful spectra of wheels and some ( p, p + 1)-graphs are studied. For a graph G, the square of G is the graph G 2 on the same set of vertices of G, and where every pair of vertices of distance two or less in G is connected by an edge. For the sake of convenience, the graph square of paths P 2 r can be treated as an edge disjoint union of an inner path with an outer cycle (please see Fig. 3 for an example).
In this paper, we completely determine the edge-graceful spectrum of square of paths, P 2 r , for odd r . Further we investigate the edge-graceful spectrum of square of paths, P 2 r , for some special cases of even r and finally we discuss related problems.
Main results
Here we determine the edge-graceful spectrum of square of paths, P 2 r , for odd r . Notice that since we are considering the concept modulo the number of vertices p, therefore it is clear that the calculation of the edge-graceful spectrum of graphs can be reduced to a finite set. We state the fact as a lemma as follows: Lemma 1. Let G be a ( p, q)-graph with the edge-graceful spectrum eg I (G). If k ∈ eg I (G), then k + t · p ∈ eg I (G) for any nonnegative integer t.
We prove the necessary conditions for a graph to be k-edge-graceful, for the square of paths first: Theorem 2. If the graph P 2 r is k-edge-graceful, then the following conditions on k hold good. Proof. The necessary condition for a graph to be a k-edge-graceful graph is q(q + 2k − 1) ≡
(mod p). Note that the graph P 2 r has r vertices and 2r − 3 edges. Therefore, the necessary condition becomes −3(2k − 4) ≡ r (r − 1)/2 (mod r ), and the calculations are as follows:
(1) r is odd. Then the necessary condition becomes 3k ≡ 6 (mod r ).
(
(2) r is even. Then the necessary condition becomes 6k
, that is, r = 4n for some n ∈ Z, then the necessary condition is 3k ≡ n + 6 (mod 2n).
, that is, r = 4n + 2 for some n ∈ Z. Then the necessary condition becomes 6k ≡ 2n + 13 (mod 4n + 2). But this equation is incompatible by considering the parity.
We show that the necessary condition in Theorem 2 is also sufficient for the graph P 2 r , where r is odd. To determine the edge-graceful spectrum of P 2 r for odd r , by Lemma 1 and Theorem 2, we show that (1) if 3 r , then P 2 r is 2-edge-graceful, (2) if 3 | r , then P 2 r is 2-edge-graceful, (n + 2)-edge-graceful, and (2n + 2)-edge-graceful, where n = r 3 .
Theorem 3. P 2 r is 2-edge-graceful, where r is odd. Proof. Let the path P r be the graph with vertex set {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v r } and the edge set {v i v i+1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1}. Suppose that e i, j denotes the edge v i v j ∈ E(P 2 r ). Then the outer edges e 1,2 , e r,r −1 , and e i,i+2 , where 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 2, form an odd cycle, and the inner edges e i,i+1 , where 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 2, form an even path (please see Fig. 3 ). To show that the graph P 2 r is 2-edge-graceful, we label the integers 2, 3, . . . , 2r − 2 to the 2r − 3 edges. Since the set {2, 3, . . . , 2r − 2} is congruent (mod r ) to the multi-set {1, 2, . . . , r } ∪ {2, 3, . . . , r − 2}, we assign 1, 2, . . . , r to the r edges of the outer cycle in P 2 r , and 2, 3, . . . , r − 2 to the r − 3 edges of the inner path in P 2 r in the following way. We label 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
2 , . . . , r to the edges e 1,2 , e 2,4 , e 4,6 , . . . , e r −3,r −1 , e r −1,r , e r −2,r , e r −4,r −2 , . . . , e 1,3 as in Fig. 4 . Therefore the outer odd cycle is edge-graceful on its own and the vertex sums of the vertices v 1 , v 2 , v 4 , . . . , v r −1 , v r , v r −2 , v r −4 , . . . , v 3 induced from this labeling are 1, 3, 5, . . . , r, 2, 4, 6, . . . , r − 1 (mod r ).
Then we assign 2, 3, . . . , r − 2 to the edges of the inner path in P 2 r , by assigning 2, 4, . . . , r − 3 to the edges e 2,3 , e 4,5 , . . . , e r −3,r −2 , and assigning 3, 5, . . . , r − 2 to the edges e r −2,r −1 , e r −4,r −3 , . . . , e 3,4 respectively, as in Therefore, to show that the vertex sums of the graph P 2 r are pairwise distinct with the above assigned labels, it suffices to show the invariance of the vertex sums over the vertices v 2 , v 4 , . . . , v r −3 , v r −1 . The contribution of vertex sums obtained from the inner path are 2, 2, . . . , 2, 3. Hence the vertex sums of the vertices v 2 , v 4 , . . . , v r −3 , v r −1 in P 2 r are 5, 7, . . . , r, 3 (note that r ≡ 0), which are exactly the set of vertex sums 3, 5, . . . , r − 2, r restricted on the outer cycle, with the same elements cycling around. Hence the proof is complete. Please see the Fig. 6 for an example that P 2 7 is 2-edge-graceful. Therefore we have obtained the edge-graceful spectrum of P 2 r , where r is odd and 3 r . But if we would like to get the edge-graceful spectrum of P 2 r , where r is odd and 3 | r , we must prove in addition that P 2 r is also (n + 2)-edge-graceful and (2n + 2)-edge-graceful, where r = 3n. These statements are proved in the following Theorems 5 and 6. Theorem 4 will be useful for proving Theorem 5.
Theorem 4. The set {1, 2, . . . , 3n} − {n − 1, n, n + 1}, where n = 3, 5, . . . , can be partitioned into (n − 1) 3-element subsets such that the sum of the elements in each subset is 0 (mod 3n).
Proof. If it can be shown that there is such a partition for a set {1, 2, . . . , 3n} which includes the set {n − 1, n, n + 1}, then we are done. Hence we divide the problem into three cases as follows:
Assign S i = {3 j − 1, 3i, 3 j + 1 : (i ∈ {1, 3, 5, . . . , n}, i + 2 j = n) or (i ∈ {2, 4, 6, . . . , n − 1}, i + 2 j = 2n)} with −1 ≡ 3n − 1 (mod 3n). Also S n 3 = {n − 1, n, n + 1}. (2) n ≡ 1 (mod 3).
Assign S i = {3i, 3 j + 1, 3 j + 2 : (i ∈ {2, 4, 6, . . . , n − 1}, i + 2 j = n − 1) or (i ∈ {1, 3, 5, . . . , n}, i + 2 j = 2n − 1)}. Also S n−1
Assign S i = {3 j − 2, 3 j − 1, 3i : (i ∈ {2, 4, 6, . . . , n − 1}, i + 2 j = n + 1) or (i ∈ {1, 3, 5, . . . , n}, i + 2 j = 2n + 1)}. Also S n+1
It is easy to see that S i = {1, 2, . . . , 3n}, S i ∩ S j = ∅ for all i = j, and the sum of elements in each S i is 0 (mod 3n).
Theorem 5. P 2 r is (n + 2)-edge-graceful, where r = 3n is odd.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3, we let the path P r be a graph with vertex set {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v r }, and the edge set
Assume that e i, j denotes the edge v i v j ∈ E(P 2 r ). We partition the edges of the graph P 2 r into the following sets: A 1 = {e 1,2 , e 1,3 , e 2,3 , e 2,4 , e 3,4 , e 4,5 }, A i = {e j, j+2 , e j+1, j+3 , e j+2, j+3 , e j+2, j+4 , e j+3, j+4 , e j+4, j+5 }, where i ranges from 2 to n − 1 and j = 3(i − 1), and A n = {e r −3,r −1 , e r −2,r , e r −1,r }.
To show that the graph P 2 r is (n + 2)-edge-graceful, we must label n + 2, n + 3, . . . , 7n − 2 to these 2r − 3 edges. Note that the set {n + 2, n + 3, . . . , 7n − 2} is congruent to the multi-set {n − 1, n, n + 1} ∪ ({1, 2, . . . , n − 2} ∪ {n + 2, n + 3, . . . , 3n}) ∪ ({1, 2, . . . , n − 2} ∪ {n + 2, n + 3, . . . , 3n}). The set {1, 2, . . . , n − 2} ∪ {n + 2, n + 3, . . . , 3n} can be partitioned into n − 1 disjoint subsets a i = {x i , y i , z i : x i + y i + z i ≡ 0 (mod r )}, where i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. Let a 1 = {x 1 = 3n, y 1 , z 1 }, a n−1 = {x n−1 , y n−1 , z n−1 = 2n}, and a n = {x n = n, y n = n +1, z n = n −1}. Then we assign the integers of a i to the edges of A i , where i ranges from 1 to n, by labeling the integers x 1 , y 1 , z 1 , y 1 , x 1 , z 1 to the  edges e 1,2 , e 1,3 , e 2,3 , e 2,4 , e 3,4 , e 4,5 , labeling the integers x i , y i , z i , y i , x i , z i to the edges e j, j+2 , e j+1, j+3 , e j+2, j+3 , e j+2, j+4 , e j+3, j+4 , e j+4, j+5 , where j = 3(i − 1) and i ranges from 2 to n − 1, and labeling the integers x n , y n , z n to the edges e n−3,n−1 , e n−2,n , e n−1,n , respectively. Therefore the induced vertex sums f + : V (P 2 r ) → Z r , defined by f + (u) = { f (uv) : uv ∈ E(P 2 r )} (mod r ), can be calculated as follows modulo r :
For all i, 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, we have:
The remaining vertex sums are:
It is clear that all the vertex sums are pairwise distinct, hence we are done.
Please see the Fig. 7 for an example that P 2 r is (n + 2)-edge-graceful, where r = 3n is odd. From the above, we know that P 2 r is (n + 2)-edge-graceful, where r = 3n is odd. The (2n + 2)-edge-graceful labeling is basically obtained by shifting n over the (n + 2)-edge-graceful labeling. We show below how to get such a (2n + 2)-edge-graceful labeling.
Theorem 6. P 2 r is (2n + 2)-edge-graceful, where r = 3n is odd. Proof. Since P 2 r is (n + 2)-edge-graceful, when r is odd and r = 3n. We have the disjoint sets a i = {x i , y i , z i : x i + y i + z i ≡ 0 (mod r )}, where i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. The (2n + 2)-edge-graceful labeling can be made by shifting the (n + 2)-edge-graceful labeling. Let the partite subsets be a i = {x i + n, y i + n, z i + n}, where (x i +n)+(y i +n)+(z i +n) ≡ 0 (mod r = 3n), for i = 1, 2, . . . , n−1, and a n = {x n = 2n, y n = 2n+1, z n = 2n−1}. Then we denote a 1 = {x 1 = 3n, y 1 , z 1 }, a n−1 = {x n−1 , y n−1 , z n−1 = n}. Such assignment in a i to the edges in A i , when i ranges from 1 to n, is similar to the one in Theorem 5, hence it is (2n + 2)-edge-graceful.
Please see the Fig. 8 for an example that P 2 r is (2n +2)-edge-graceful, where r = 3n is odd. By the above theorems, we completely determine the edge-graceful spectrum of graph P 2 r for odd r . However the case of r being a multiple of 4 still remains open. We will give the labeling of the first few special cases in the following section.
In this study, we have observed the close connection between the edge-graceful labeling and particular types of integer sequences. In fact, the partition of the finite sets described in the Theorem 4 corresponds to a certain type of edge partition of the graph P 2 r . Again these facts provide us with more evidences of intrinsic relationships among graph labeling, graph partitioning, and number theoretical properties.
Edge-graceful spectra of square of paths on even vertices
Here we study the edge-graceful spectrum of P 2 r , where r is a multiple of 4, with special cases of few vertices.
Theorem 7. eg I (P 2 4 ) = {1 + 2t : t = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .}. Proof. It suffices to show that P 2 4 is 1-edge-graceful and 3-edge-graceful by the Lemma 1 and Theorem 2. Fig. 9 shows that P 2 4 is 1-edge-graceful and 3-edge-graceful. Therefore we have 1 + 4t and 3 + 4t as the spectrum for all integers t > 0. Thus the edge-graceful-spectrum eg I (P 2 4 ) = {1 + 2t : t = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .}.
Theorem 8. eg I (P 2 8 ) = {8t, 4 + 8t : t = 0 or t ∈ N}, where N is the set of positive integers. Proof. The graph P 2 8 has 8 vertices and 13 edges. From the necessary condition for a graph to be a k-edge-graceful graph, we have the equation (12 + 2k)13 ≡ Theorem 9. eg I (P 2 12 ) = {2t + 1 : t = 0, 1, 2, . . .}. Proof. Note that by the Lemma 1 and Theorem 2, it suffices to show that P 2 12 is k-edge-graceful, where k = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11. Fig. 11 provides the required labeling.
The edge-graceful spectra of the first few P 2 r are given, where r is a multiple of 4. However the general labeling for the square of paths has still not been found. It is needed for completing the problem of determination of edge-graceful spectra of the square of paths.
Conclusion and open problems
In this paper we completely determine the edge-graceful spectrum of P 2 r for odd r , while the problem of determining the edge-graceful spectrum of P 2 r , where r is a multiple of 4, remains open. Moreover, the problems to determine the edge-graceful spectrum of higher power of paths P r or other classes of graphs are also interesting and worth exploring further. 
